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Consultation Profile
The MIND-SETS Delphi has been developed as an expert online survey (www.mcrit.com/mindsets/)
mostly disseminated to the European transport industry and scientific community.
Respondents of the survey were experts and researchers, civil servants involved in the field of
transport, transport consultants and other transport stakeholders including vehicle manufacturers,
service providers, infrastructure managers and groups of interest.
The survey remained open for two weeks, between October 1st and October 16th 2015.
During this period 141 experts participated from 104 institutions all across Europe and beyond.

Example of one of the online consultation pages
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Synthesis of Key Results
High level of agreement:
 New technologies will allow for more customised, self-organised mass transport
solutions? 92% agree and 69% policies not really taken into consideration
 Transport project appraisal needS to reflect emerging social values? 91% agree, and
58% policies not really taken into consideration
 New technologies may not always be accepted by travellers? 88% agree, and 56%
policies not really taken into consideration

Medium level of agreement:
 Smart technologies will facilitate seamless transport? 80% agree and 37% policies not
really taken into consideration
 Smart transport technology will help social inclusion? 79% agree, but 61% policies not
really taken into consideration
 Obstacles to the exploitation of Big Data are higher in Europe? 75% agree, and 48%
policies not really taken into consideration
 People do not want to own fully automated cars? 73% agree but 74% policies not (really)
taken into consideration

Lower level of agreement:
 Driverless vehicles will become part of the community? 66% agree and 75% policies not
(really) taken into consideration
 Travellers’ choices will become less influenced by time savings? 61% agree and 56%
policies not really taken into consideration
 Further increases in virtual communication will dramatically increase physical
mobility? 48% agree, and 64% policies not really taken into consideration

Generally speaking, mobility policies are still not taking into account these trends. From
all presented above, “Smart Technologies facilitating Seamless Travel” is the one with highest
degree of policy attention according to participants, with up to 52% respondents expressing that
this trend was mostly (or fully) taken into account. All others trends lay below 35%.
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S7. Driverless vehicles will become part of the community
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Question 1. New technologies will allow for more customised, self-organised
mass transport solutions

Comments by Participants


Technology changes much faster than regulations and policies.



- New technologies and a strong PT network will allow for more customised....
- the digitalization of the customer journey and the exploitation of big data in the sector is only
starting, and teh policy framework is still developing



E.g. Transport for London cracking down on Uber, no real support for cycling and walking,
difficulty in using multiple modes. e.g. Using bike on train, penalisation for making one off rips
on public transport etc. See www.fleximobility.solutions



Revolution in mobility patterns will not be based on, although helped by, digitalism, car-sharing
etc. The main will still be good public transport and a well-oriented spatial policy



The statement puts only emphasis on the benefits of new technologies but ignores the
constraints likely to result from energy scarcity and the need to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.



Transport policy is still carried out from a public good/welfare perspective. The devolution of
government mandate does not necessary mean that the infrastructure system (traditionally
steered) has caught up.



What we are seeing are internet based solutions such as Uber that allows for the development
of a parallel market where safety regulations, etc. are largely ignored. This may certainly lead
to cheaper transport, but in a 'race to the bottom' style. There is a need for regulators to
approach this issue from a pragmatic angle rather than an ideological angle where it is either
pro or con unions.
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The answer really depends on the level at which the policies are being developed. I have less
confidence of many transport operators' ability to think in a strategic way about the future than
I do in, say, the European Commission.



Current policies are driven by industry needs and may not encompass (say in 52,50 years)
population real transportation needs. There will be huge differences across countries when
applying different transport technologies.



Not sure about my 'current policies' answer as I do not live in Europe



Personal requirements are marginal adjustments of the main purpose of transport services:
moving people from one point to another in a safe and reliable way. This is and will remain by
far the main requirement for all users. Focussing on niches is misleading.



This statement lacks reflection about issues of cost and social stratification of the 'increasing
variety of transport alternatives'. Will the variety really increase for all social classes? Current
trends seems to indicate otherwise. Current policies are still way too oriented towards
individually owned transport.



It is not so much the technology but the business model that will drive this development now.
Sharing is not a means to an end but rather the effect if is convenient or mandatory.



Croatia lags behind, does not follow best practices implemented in the EU.



It won't make much difference to most day to day travel. It is as likely to limit as expand
possibilities. There is much hype about the potential benefits but little about the costs.



transport policy has always been behind (in England) so we have low expectations that it can
ever keep up with new things



I think 'mostly taken' is an overstatement. The trend is genuinely taken into account, but only
to a limited degree, so we should not be overoptimistic about the speed of adaptation to the
trend



I fully agree that there might be customised solutions for specific needs but at the same time I
believe that the fundamental modes of mass transport would not change that much. If we
consider urban commuting, we might think of increased use of public transport thanks to its
improved accessibility (by means of enhanced co-modality) as well as more efficient use of cars
(with shared vehicles and better load factors thanks to car pooling),but in the end it will
continue to be cars and public transport



The reality is that technological advances in transportation and new infrastructure have
generated little demand for its high cost



New technologies are changing society mobility and usually fits these changes before the
companies or mobility policies



The sharing way of mobility is the way to create societal benefits out of autonomous driving
(less parking space, less vehicles, efficiency). The private scenario is likely to be a burden:
more and longer vehicle movements. Industry (Car OEMs) are mainly interested in the private
scenario because it is less threatening to their lucrative business model. They also invest in the
other option but only in a way to cover the backup scenario and without pushing it.
Government has not been acting strong either in developing a policy and projects that
stimulate the shared scenario.
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Due to the crisis times ,politicians have been (and still are) distracted from the new transport
technologies



First of all it is necessary to limit transportation demand. All programs should be oriented to
reduce demand to transportation.



Developed policies come after trends, policies are so far a response and were not initiating



the translation of these solutions in practice will depend on the introduction of update & most
suitable policies as well as solutions price. As a matter of fact, transport cost has a strong
influence on mobility solution choices, particularly in large cities



This statement is based on the premise that 'mobility will remain as key issue in the future'. My
position is that this premise cannot be realistic.
On second statement introduces in text: 'more service that product oriented'. I fully agree.
On third: 'an increasing variety of transport alternatives....' and 'sophisticate user demands' I
fully disagree
In any case, and it cannot be on other way answer to second question is that future
possibilities must be taken into consideration. THERE IS NOT OTHER POSSIBLE ANSWER.



The increasing diversity implied by the question may be countered by monopolisation



An increased focus on service-orientation will emerge. Services are meant to achieve
outcomes. So there will be a greater need to understand why people are travelling and how
that purpose can best be supported and fulfilled.
Self-organisation in the small tends to coalesce into organisations, structures and processes.
Identifying what these may be early on may enable encouragement and support of selforganised transport. Increased complexity of technology will require increased and more
efficient management, both in the public and private sector.
A critical aspect will be the adoption of a systemic view by policy-makers, producers, etc.
Increasing variety and sophisticated user demands will require increasing complexity in
systems management. In terms of Ashby's concept of requisite variety, as variety in the
transport system increases, variety in the management and control systems must increase.



Actually, the current legislation regarding autonomous vehicles for example is not harmonized
throughout the EU member states. In some countries autonomous vehicles are allowed to go
on public roads, if technical solution is given that vehicle can be steered by human in case of
emergency, in some countries it is not allowed at all. Furthermore, a big question for a lot of
customised solutions is the insurance. Who will be liable etc. pp.



I strongly agree with the statement 'New technologies will allow for more customised, selforganised mass transport solutions', but I don't believe that people 'will expect their specific
needs to be covered by transport providers' or at least not by traditional transport providers.
Today’s experience clearly shows that new mobility solutions are often 'from-people-to-people'
based on the principles of the sharing economy.
Current policies and legislative frameworks are often too obsolete to cope with these new
emerging solutions. Just see what's going on with Uber in European countries.



Main cities foster these trends but the intensity decrease when you go to the metropolitan
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areas.


This is a very complex statement containing several sub-statements in which one can agree to
some and disagree to others. This may make it somewhat difficult to interpret the answer.



I think some of the current expectations are too extreme.



I think it will change things but we will still need car, buses, trains to move and many people
will still want to won their car



I believe that policy makers are willing to provide new transport services, especially local
governments like municipalities. However, adjusting the legal regulations remains a big
challenge and advance very slowly.



New technologies will enable the transport sector to do these things, but the extent to which
users will come to expect these things will, itself, depend on the extent to which the industry
actually does them; so there is an element of push and pll. Typically, the private motor
manufacturers have been more attuned to providing the extra functionality enabled by new
technologies.



Customised services will become critical for public transport providers to remain competitive
enough with private transport forms, given that with technological innovations, private
transport (ie. cars) are increasingly in position to offer features typically associated with public
transport. Eg. with autonomous vehicles, people can devote time to other activities than
driving (working leisure); with cleaner cars (electric, hydrogen...),the environmental foot-print
with electric rail modes gets decreased....



Hi potentials from technologies to enable informed choices and more freedom in organising
personal mobility. Influence/implications on policies sometimes not fully understood/exploited
by local authorities.



New technology will increase the options for making particular journeys or legs of journeys but
the alternatives to traditional modes of travel need to be practical, reliable and seamless.
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Question 2. Further increases in virtual communication will dramatically
increase physical mobility

Comments by Participants


Because this trend is well known since the express mail, the telegraph, and then telephone.



I suspect that travel to meet virtual contacts will just meld with travel to meet real life
contacts. Geographical mobility has been a significant issue for some time and I don't
believe this will really make it worse



This statement, too, does not take account of the constraints likely to result from energy
scarcity and the need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.



FlexWorking is being promoted in the Netherlands but more from a socio-economic
standpoint. In fact, face-to-face contact is still preferred and growing. The ease of
personalised ICT information has actually helped to facilitate travel.



Younger people seem to ignore distance much more than older people partly because they
can maintain virtual contact easier, and because travel has become much cheaper over the
past 25 years. It is the combination of the two that is leading to increasing travel
distances.



And more account needs to be taken of the opportunities for enhanced communication
(e.g, digital connectivity whilst spending time travelling). This also has a bearing on
appraisal methodologies when looking at new transport investments: for example, driving
oneself may limit the opportunities for using that time to communicate safely compared to
when public transport is being used (eg working in flight or on a train) and the physical and
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ICT measures we take to facilitate this.


My experience tells me that this seems to be not the case at all.



Physical trips and virtual trips are and will remain two separate things. It is possible that
social networks will enlarge the number of personal contacts and that some of these will
generate trips to meet face to face but social network are already today largely used and
personal mobility has not changed greatly for that reason in comparison to e.g. 15 years
ago when Facebook, Twitter, etc. did not exist.



I think the sentence 'People often use physical trips to be engaged in virtual
communication.' is nonsense. And I don't see any reason why 'people will need to travel
more in order to turn virtual contacts into face-to-face contacts' and current policies (and
science) are pretty much blind in terms of the actual realities of virtual contacts. Much
which is said is (wishful?) projection.



The number of trips made on average has not changed since the 60s, only the distance. I
believe this trend will hold, until it is more common to be self-employed than employed by
big business.



ICT are not the only driver. Two opposite trends come from more developed virtual
communication: more trips because of more connections and less trips because they are
replaced by ICT. Mobility budgets will not allow for 'dramatically growth' in real trips....



Research is ambivalent about whether there has been any effect so far. Current trends are
that travel per person has stabilised or is decreasing. Maybe likely to lead to fewer shorter
trips and a few new longer ones? (I don't know!)



It is an interesting point as to whether in practice virtual networks will always facilitate
more trips. Sometimes they might sometimes they won’t, but policies will focus in the
short term on demand however it is generated rather than need and operators are likely to
only deliver 'profitable services' with or without subsidy. New technologies being delivered
by bodies such as Uber may lead to increased travel based on convenience and cost rather
than need



This trend is not yet well-enough understood to be really taken into account. People are
certainly likely to travel differently, but this doesn't necessarily mean that they will travel
more. And although some travel fulfils needs, much of it, possibly more and more of it, is
discretionary, fulfilling desires rather than needs



I think that increase in mobility is result of different trends (suburbanisation, wages
increase, growing 'free time' budget due to aging society as well as ICT development



Personal mobility is more conditioned than ever by economic factors rather than social or
cultural aspects



There will also be some people who rely exclusively on old mobility, those outside the
digital domain.
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Do not forget the ticket issue. Affordabe prices is the pre-condition for a wider diffusion of
new technologies and an increase of trips.



Globalization increases virtual and physical communication. Often virtual communication in
new business avoids the necessity of physical communication.



I am not sure that turning 'virtual' contacts into 'face to face' contacts will be a
fundamental driver for mobility and that this will mean increased mobility needs. Rather, I
think traditional reasons for mobility will continue to have a fundamental weight in the
overall mobility patterns (travel to work, shop, study). Moreover, a lot will depend on the
evolution of technology and prices in the energy sector. If technology means cheaper
energy, then mobility will surely increase, otherwise mobility may be discouraged by high
energy prices and eco-taxing



Being able to use in-vehicle time more efficient will have a larger effect on transport
demand I don't believe connectivity is such a strong driver for a mobility demand
But I'm not as much an expert on this sub-topic



It is not actually proven that the dramatic increase of the social network use (and abuse)
will lead to an increase of physical trips. The recently recorded increasing respect to the
past years is mainly due to a regression of the crisis



Face to face contacts should be limited except social and familiar meetings.



Social media and communication will somehow lower the demand for physical travel.
Business 'physical' travel will certainly decrease. Tourist trips will however increase, people
still want to experience the 'real thing' and keep 'bucket lists'.



The statement is generally true, however these choices depend a lot on professional
activities: students and executives will feel this need more than workers and housewives
for instance



Europe is facing a war. Ideal visions should be considered, but nobody is thinking in how
will influence this technologies in crisis management



Current policies already seek to cater for more mobility demands (BAU), even if the
reasons for more mobility demand may be less well anticipated



Not sure about policies, because I'm not a policy expert. I agree that the division between
the physical and the virtual is becoming blurred. As I work with colleagues across Europe
using Email, Skype and One drive, my mental model connects them such that I'm not
aware of the physical distance. Using One drive, email and skype I'm working right next to
someone in France, in a conference in Berlin and in Spain with no concept of the distance:
we're working together as if in the same office. So my expectation of mobility and quick
travel increases. It will strike me as dissonant to spend three hours on a plane plus waiting
time to meet face-to-face with someone I feel like I've be working next to for three weeks.
Service quality is driven by service users' expectations of quality compared with what is
actually delivered. The gap between physical and virtual, which in my mental map are
entangled, will create changing expectations concerning mobility which may not be met.
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Hence the changing technical world will only serve to increase quality expectation for
mobility and then decrease perceptions of quality of existing transportation and mobility
systems.
The virtual and the physical become entangled, placing increasing pressure on mobility
requirements and expectations.


Travel being conditioned primarily by available budget.



I don't believe that increases in virtual communication will necessarily increase physical
mobility, or at least it will not increase everyday mobility. Increased communication can
increase the interest for international experiences and, as such, I believe it might increase
long distance mobility.



Longer trips are possible, but won't be a regular phenomenon, only seldom. Be careful:
More km do not mean more mobility. 'Mobility' should be counted by activities, not
distances.



In my opinion ICT reduce the mobility needs, but new life patterns increase the mobility
needs



Somewhat agree although I am not totally convinced of the social disconnection of space
and time, or the need for increased mobility



Current policies always figure out an increase in transportation needs, but this is always a
bad concept, not depending by ITC.



Companies would like to encourage vision meetings, but the clients want to see the people
they are paying



No, people need to be near in high density urban area, more trips probably, but less km
and more use of walk and bike



I am not sure if I understand this scenario well. ICT and social media tools might replace
some of our trip needs because they enable sharing experience and feelings in a virtual
environment. Also, ICT might have different effect on short-distance (in-city) trips and
long-distance (inter-city) trips. I cannot predict how exactly, though.



There will be some trade-offs, whereby virtual mobility substitutes for physical mobility,
though overall the trend will be toward more physical mobility - unless some sort of
efficient rationing is put in place.



Not sure (how much) more pervasive communications will increase mobility needs of
people.



I agree that virtual communication has and will continue to make it easier to maintain and
establish personal and business contacts. If the virtual contacts are new then this might
lead to subsequent face to face meetings with them which would require travel. The more
virtual contacts that you have the less time you have to devote to each one of them
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physically. This means that some contacts lapse over time reducing the need to travel.


In 'developed' countries the number of people, freed of work (due to retirement) and
licensed to drive cars, will grow due to the graying megatrend. Unlike their positive
orientation towards digital technologies, they're likely to consume their free spendable time
in the real, offline world outside their houses! The world (and loads of relatives, friends c.q.
network-relations) has to be (re-)discovered. Digital tech will help them to unlock the
world (apps, tech transport, cashless payment devices, authentication bracelets ...).
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Question 3. Travellers’ choices will become less influenced by time savings

Comments by Participants


However, policies are difficult to be successfully implemented in the market place.



Sadly time is still the main modeling not quality of experience. A good walking trip is a
sensory experience full of temptation to delay and the greater the delay often the greater
the appeal and satisfaction.



There action between time/work & leisure is evolving but we don't fully assess how it will
change travel patterns



Completely ignored by current economic appraisal methods.



The great majority of trips will continue to be considered as negative.



Depending if it is leisure travel or commute, this statement can have very different
outcomes.



Few people really like commuting, but the choice of commute versus location of living is a
tradeoff between many aspects. Commuting time is still wasted time albeit we fill it with
work or entertainment to waste it a bit less.



This question needs to reflect on peoples' use of time when travelling. Fast journeys may
reduce the time available for contemplation, writing, reading etc. Travel should not be
looked at exclusively as an end in itself but as something which enables other activities and
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goals.


Comfort remains highly valued by users. And the aging population factor must be
considered.
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The potential of modal shift is limited: walking and cycling are limited to very short trips.
And in the last decades low-cost flights have highly increased while high-speed trains did
not succeed in attracting enough public to become cost-efficient.


I don't think that majority of people will start to consider travelling an enjoyable
experience and will love to travel longer than necessary. It might be so in a different
paradigm where e.g. working time is significantly reduced without loss of purchasing
power. This is theoretically possible (or even needed) but is not the most likely trend in a
market drive capitalist economy and could not be achieved without a very strong policy
effort. If you have this effort in mind you should make this explicit.



This does not correspond to my personal experience. And I haven't seen any scientific
results corrobating this. Speed (or perceived speed) still seems a very (if not most)
important factor in mobility choices. And although policies exist that enhance 'slow
transport', this is generally in complement to, not instead of, other policies aiming at
increasing speed.



I think the choice of transport mode does not really depend on what sort of experience is
wanted during the trip, but rather reliability and comfort. A lot of the technology available
for public transport users is also available to car users, at least phone and things you can
do with voice command.



May be the case for some, but others will prioritise journey time - journey planning
services will need to be more intuitive/sophisticated to show productive use of travel time
capacity of different journey options/modes.



Depends on type of trips (home - work still driven by time constricts...) while leisure less.



I think travel has already become less influenced by time savings. But in automated cars
people may get bored not driving, but also not fully able to concentrate on other activities,
so may become less patient - look at the couple in your photo above! People get bored on
buses and trains and can be very time conscious.



There are limits. I don’t mind a 50 min train ride compared to 35 mins because it gives me
time to get my laptop out. but I still don’t like 70 min journeys



As wifi becomes increasingly available, and presumably freely available provided by
transport providers then time may become less of an issue but switch from car to bike of
walking is less likely. real differences will come down to time and cost and often tow cost
flights don’t save as much time because of getting to and from airports and waiting times
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anyway


Just beginning to be taken into consideration. The pattern of trips is likely to change but it
remains to be seen to what extent new possibilities for use of travel time will lead to people
choosing to spend more time on travel. The constancy of time spent travelling had so far
been very robust under other technological changes in transport



If car becomes autonomous unit without driver, he main user would be able to read, work
or make many different things - it could result in new wave of individual motorisation safe, comfortable and independent.



Not fully convinced. If all modes of transport offer wi-fi connection for portable devices
then the difference is again the time needed.
And I would not mix these considerations with the choices of those who prefer walking or
cycling on the basis of 'environmental' or 'physical well-being' attitudes.



Consistency in Travel Time Budget!



Time savings is not a relevant factor when the differences are not significant. From some
room if it is a crucial element



Further work could be done on the value of travel time for those 'doing' valued work during
travel periods.



Time-saving is still a fundamental criteria to choice specific combination of transport modes
and destination.



Travel time remains a key element in travel and in planning, working either do leisure.
However, more and more customers requires transport operators facilitate interconnection
with others



A lot depends on the distance to be covered. From some distances (local in the case of
bicycle versus car) or less than 500-700km (train versus flight) this statement may
become true, but not for other distances.



Depend by particularities of every social group and country.



Though watching a screen while walking or cycling (as mentioned) will remain unpractical
so I see this mainly working for autonomous transport in vehicles



I agree this will be the future, but a really far future, not considered at all by politicians



Time and space are becoming less important, I can work anywhere I want at anytime I
what. I can combine this with private motivation for travel. I can chose a slow cheap mode
if necessary.



Time saving is still an important parameter for those who travel often and a lot. As usual,
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the perception of time saving is higher in those travellers with high-value time
(professionals v students, for instance)


An example: people prefer fly with scales and pay less instead more expensive direct
flights. This is the reality for long trips. For short ones, optimisation of resources will be the
future, how much time your cars are moving or are parked? Why do you buy a car to use it
only 10 or 20 hours per week Â¿?Â¿?. It's economy, not others!!



Too early to stipulate this; saving travel time may have become less of an absolute with
more comfortable driving etc, but much travel time is still RELATIVELY more wasted
compared to many other activities ; also highly dependent on socio-economic
circumstances such as job/no job



Work will continue during travelling. Travel time will partly be seen as working time



I think most people get on a transport system to move from A to B with a purpose. It is
our job to understand that purpose. It could be to go to work, to get to school, to get to a
meeting. Even in Leisure terms you are going somewhere, to a castle, an amusement park.
The fact that I can get on WiFi and do work, talk, have a pre-meeting is secondary to my
purpose. It is rather a distracting behaviour which may take my mind off time, and make a
delay seem less stressful.
Traveller choice is a complex, systemic issue. My choice will be driven by costs, but also by
convenience. I may choice to use a train from the middle of the UK to Paris because I can
easily change at St Pancras, London and take all the luggage I need, all the handouts etc.
Whereas I have to wait a lot in airports and can take very little luggage on a low-cost
flight.



Time savings are still a key factor on regular travel such as daily commuting.



Travel time is still the key of the main transport projects.



Time saving will still play a role when people travel, at least for the majority of people. For
instance, in order to find a fair work-life balance not everybody can spend to much time
biking on friendly paths. Changes in mobility patterns should be seen in connection with
changes in working life.



There needs to be a differentiation between leisure, utility and business trips.



Current policies keep pushing car use under any circumstances; the focus on automotive
sector instead of people and passengers.



I come from Paris, a congested area, and people are asking for new infrastructure to save
travelling times



Fast travel is still being the preference for most of the citizens, especially influenced by
motor private transport (cars).At least in south Europe cities.



My feeling is that time saving will remain as a priority. The time spent on travel is quality
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time, even if it is possible to work or read a book, is not. Recent applications and policies
that multi-modal transport all aim to propose short and efficient trajectory.
One of the promises of automated vehicle is earning time that you spend in traffic,
However, when we look at the surveys, people are not eager to starting a work day already
in their cars. For other side activities that can be performed on the infotainment system, a
great deal of safety and sense of security is required.


Time savings will continue to be important, though we will need to keep a watching brief
on how this importance changes. For example, thresholds exist relating to how useful or
useable particular slices of time are for different purposes; so a 20 minute bus ride is
probably not going to be a very useful slice of time for undertaking any work whilst
travelling, but a one-hour train journey probably is a useful slice of time for this. Only
when there is a complete blurring of the line between travel time and activity time will
travel time savings really diminish in importance, and we are some way off that point.



I think it is difficult to generalise travel decisions in terms of time taken. Individual
attitudes towards the time taken to complete a journey I think varies even among different
individual situations (eg when commuting compared to when travelling for leisure).



Yes, though this probably depends on travel's objectives and traveler's profile, e.g business
travel vs leisure travel, daily commuting, etc.



It depends on the purpose of the trip.



Free wifi is getting common in train trips in some European countries. You can even charge
your mobile devices on spot during some trips.



I do not believe comfort for public transport has improved, indeed due to increased
demand, particularly in London, comfort could be considered to have significantly reduced.
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Question 4. Smart technologies will facilitate seamless transport

Comments by Participants


This puts all the emphasis on the individual.... Increasingly poor public transport will not
permit seem less journeys... It's delusional thinking that iIT can plug the gaps in poor
provision.



The recent past has shown that gains in energy efficiency of transport has not resulted in
energy savings but in more travel (the 'rebound effect').



ITS technology has been around for the past 2-3 decades. The human factor/institutional
barriers are what is impeding wide-scale implementation.



When everything is 'tracked and traced' in cyberspace we can do all kinds of optimisations.
However, the loss of privacy and the decision on 'who we optimise for' is not dealt with at
all. Should we optimise flows for the individual trucking company or optimise transport
flows at large. This will have major impacts on the structure of companies. Lots of security
issues as well, as knowledge of flows can be used by criminal organisations to spot
especially valuable cargoes. it will have implications for industrial spying, etc.



Very important. However, the current situation is a lack of integration and a multiplication
of information sources in a non-coordinated manner, with each mobility provider
developing its own application. More information does not mean higher reliability and
efficiency if the system integration is missing.



In my experience in most of travel circumstances constraints hinder real changes of
schedule. If disruptions continue to happen smart transport technologies will not be able to
save travellers to be affected
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I think most people like routines in the everyday life and the flexibility of the mass transit
system is not necessarily beneficial to this culture. It is more convenient to use the same
route all the time, rather than adjust to circumstances if it is not a full stop in traffic on one
route and another is available.



Technology should make travel more efficient, but not a panacea and can lead to problems
if human interface poor.



You have to take into account a large percentage of the population who DO NOT use smart
technologies.



Unless the population is going to become zombies (which may already be happening) there
will still be travel decisions to be made. Agreed that if all goes to plan and you just tap in a
destination then it could be more efficient in some cases.



This may happen in sophisticated countries like Switzerland but will take a long time in
rural England



Messiness of human decision making can’t be eliminated. What smart transport can do is
resolve the messiness and unpredictability of the demand for transport more easily



Nor should it be, as stated above. A third goal of the technologies, to facilitate access and
desired mobility, goes unmentioned, and the statement is almost laughably overoptimistic
about the likely improvement in experience of travel



I disagree with the last sentence. real-time info would not be enough when great number
of individual vehicles would occupy streets in peak hours. Information is not enough to stop
people using their cars. A more advanced mix of policies is needed.



This statement is way too broad to be able to evaluate at all.



My slight disagreement is related to the emphasis given to real-time travel information. I
think it is important only when you actually have alternative options, otherwise it will not
affect the experience of your trip.



The digital everything movement is no guarantee that things will actually 'talk' to each
other, let alone be aligned, or seamless. I would argue that in some cases journeys may
become more 'seamed' and rather more lumpy for certain actors.



As an idea is fine, but there is still much time to get to occur



Real-time information for travellers have a great impact in decisions process



A lot of the real time travel info is already/almost available but it will become much better I
do expect more seamless transport but the main reason for this is that forms of public or
shared transport will not be pushed towards large vehicles as it is nowadays (now because
it is efficient to transport more passengers with one driver). With autonomous transport
public and shared vehicles can become smaller and thereby raise the frequency of
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transport as offered to the user, making waiting times shorter and thus transport more
seamless. Smaller vehicles also means more individual trajectories with less need for
first/last mile walking or other means of transport towards a destination


However this is something the private sector will enhance and will initiate. Policies at best
can steer unwanted by products or externalities



Unfortunately seamless travel experience is still too different from country to country, from
operator to operator, among transport modes



I find the statement too naive. 'Ultimate goal of smart transport technologies' is to sell
more, and more expensive, products and services, to make more Money, not much else. I
am personally afraid of the so called 'more intelligent transport technologies' because they
will increase, not decrease, people's dependence on systems that will not fail in small
measures but as large scale breakdowns, due to unpredicted complexity interactions.
Occasionally and for a while things will seem more reliable and effective, but cost and time
use will be shifted to consumers who will always have to renew their passwords and
subscriptions to new service providers before they can enter, and thereby miss the bus.
Unpredictability will return with a vengeance at a planetary scale.



But not only smart technologies, but also willingness of other involved parties to cooperate
(e.g. insurance companies, government)



But not relevant for most of everyday trips!



I don't know if smart technologies will facilitate seamless transport. It's also possible that
e.g. crashes will increase first because the human factor was not considered and humans
are not used to interact with new technology (e.g. self driving vehicles). It is my
experience that policy makers only see the benefits of new technologies.



I think the concept that humans make messy and unpredictable decisions and should be
replaced by intelligent transport technology is flawed on several levels. Human decisions
can be complex, social, intuitive. Excluding humans from the system disempowers, deskills and de-motivates. The goal of smart technologies cannot just be institutionalised to
savings and fewer accidents. It has to address a complex network of outcomes: social,
technological and ethical. It has to be about connectivity, social inclusion, shared
responsibility, extending mobility.



Smart technologies may facilitate transport but still a long way to go, in particular in multimode travel.



This development is well under way but there are always room for improvements. How well
seamless transport will functions is not only a matter technology but also of social
practices, it is a socio-technical issue.



Providing real-time information to travelers doesn't create a seamless travel experience. I
still have to wait, even if I know for how long.
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The formulation is much too optimistic.



I think that smart transport technologies ultimate goal is to sell technologies. If
environmental saving should be a goal, technologies would focus on eliminate and reduce
trips.



Seamless transportation is a high ideal, and whilst technologies can make a big difference
to improving connectivity, 'seamlessness', whereby there are no breaks or tears in
connectivity, or whereby we do not notice the breaks or tears, is hard to imagine.



Human's do not tend to make purely rational decisions. Even if they are provided with all
the relevant information, they will still tend to act based on habits, routines and familiarity.



Yes, though this is still more a goal and hope than reality ...
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Question 5. People do not want to own fully automated cars

Comments by Participants


Fully automated cars will be a new mode of transport as useful as today taxis -and this will
not prevent people to also use other modes such as conventional cars



There is no evidence behind this assertion, I am not aware of any serious analysis of teh
relationship between automated cars (what type ? what conditions ?) and ownership



Too early to really be considered.



Fully automated cars do not exist yet, so no strict conclusion can be done here.
It is wrong to think that fully automated cars will appear in some years and replace the
current cars: that process will take decades and will be progressive, introducing more and
more automation of the driving functions. Therefore the users will get used progressively to
the automation, and the systems will be developed taking into account the user acceptance
and preferences. Also, high automation functions will firstly be applied in situations where
the driver does not enjoy the driving: highway and congestion in cities.
When fully automated cars will be on the market, they could match both the fleet/sharing
business model but also the ownership business model: cars could become a driving office
or living room, which people like to own and personalize.



Although such tendency might be observed, this seems more a question of marketing. In
any case, we are still very, very far away from 'fully automated cars' in the sense that
people could not even go into a manual mode.



It also seems to me that development of these technologies
policy-driven at all, but market-driven, and so the relevance
the
relevance
of
'asking
potential
users')
The field where policy is highly relevant is the question of
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automation: who is responsible in case of a crash?


Fully automated vehicles will be developed because it can be developed. First and foremost
there are legal barriers regarding liability and accountability. Who is responsible for a
collision? Hopefully politicians will see the life saving potential in this and the freedom it
creates for the physically impaired.



Motivation for buying driverless cars not clear yet, identity link seems a bit of a jump.



Legal issues! Who is responsible when accident occurs? Car manufacturer? Car occupant?
Infrastructure?



Automated cars will probably be mutualised (high cost)



I think the market is keeping up with this, even if governments cannot - though here the
UK is not too bad



These complex issues are quite widely understood among professionals but the media have
been creating exaggerated expectations of the scope for and likely timescale for
widespread availability of driverless cars, and pay little attention to the immense
challenges presented by the trajectory from driven cars through a mixture of driven and
driverless towards (if it turns out to be feasible at all) a largely driverless fleet



Some driver-free public transport systems are operational or almost ready to open. The
process seems to be unstoppable. This point of view comes from 'our generation'
perspective which could not be a case for today kids and youngsters.



The driverless car is a hype



Steve Jobs didn't ask us if we wanted an IPad ...



I assume there will be drivers who would appreciate the positive aspects of car automation.
I.e. those drivers who see their car as a mean of transport and not as Status Symbol or a
sport.



Car manufacturers seem to be aware of the potential effects on the demand for their
products, but not so much planners and public transport operators...



Until we actually have autonomy, and have the place and space to practice it, then we
won't really know what it fully means or represents. I suspect autonomous cars will be
welcomed by some and loathed by others.



It will take time to fully adapt to the new concept. It seems to me that technologies are not
yet mature, and reliable, to allow such a a change of habits in users.



Supongo que habrá opiniones muy diferentes. En los trenes de alta velocidad y en algunas
líneas de cercanías la conducción es prácticamente automática y el maquinista es un puro
supervisor de los sistemas. Como el maquinista se aburre en el viaje muchas veces quita el
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sistema automático para conducir; en estos casos es el sistema automático el que
supervisa la conducción manual.


I believe that the advantages of sharing are for most people more important than the
disadvantages : the lower cost of the use of a shared vehicle will be the most important
reason - waiting times will be very low for shared vehicle - and often the nearest available
shared vehicle will be much faster at your service than your own vehicle - you don't need
to
maintain
the
shared
vehicle
nor
do
you
need
a
garage
for
it
Asking people about this now is very difficult because it is very hard to imagine such a
system for somebody who is not at all familiar with this - when confronted with uncertainty
now, people will for now prefer the private system as it is but later when they see it
working they will find it attractive



Legal issues to be solved here, but still this is my dream and I think so too for any other
person on earth.



I drive a car with a lot of automatisms. At the beginning it was very strange for me, but
after sometime I will not change: intelligent speed regulation / traffic signals reading / lane
reading /....



The reluctance towards driverless cars will be a passing phenomenon, if these cars can
actually be produced and made to operate safely and conveniently. It is a myth that people
will be afraid to lose identity if they cannot drive, apart maybe from a (transitonal)
minority. People's lazyness, getting things done for them while having fun, will by far
outmatch reluctance, also due to efficient marketing from the 'driveless car' lobby. The
potential impacts of driverless cars are not taken much into account in current policies
(except from extensive buzz wording of the phenomenon)



People do want fully automated cars, but 'ownership' is not an issue. As long as the user
can specify what he/she wants and it needs to be clean



Total autonomy for the driverless car is an unattainable goal. Yes, identity and numerous
other factors will be involved. Driverless cars may move the focus more to the service. It is
essential
to
address
expectations
and
needs
as
part
of
the
service.
There is a danger that the driverless car renders the human powerless, and transfers
control. Consider why the Saudi government might be very interested in driverless cars.
Rather than a utopia of total automation, consider situated automation in which the
balance of control is appropriate, dynamic, and negotiated between the human and the
robotcar.



Driving a car is a private experience. Would the automatic cars replaced this private
experience by one providing similar psychological reward?



In my opinion people acceptance of automated cars is expected to increase as soon as
technology progresses will show that cars are safe and secure and ethic/regulatory issues
will be solved.
But I believe that people will not want to 'own' a car in the future. My vision of personal
mobility in future cities considers only public fleets of cars managed in car-sharing
schemes.
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For me was curious to know that there is not research in EU institutions in driverless trams
but yes in driverless cars.



But Times They Are A-Changin, so it depends on the timespan. In 20 years the meaning of
driving cars might have changed a lot. But as it is today, which is hard enough to say
something qualified about, I think people prefer to have some control, to have the feeling
of being 'in charge' in a way. Predictions are doomed to failure, except by chance.



We must not lose sight of the importance of the process (travel experience) and assume
that all that matters is the product (destination). However, the impact on other people
should also be a considered factor, the faster the travel the greater the impact and number
of people impacted.



Apart from the fact that i do not believe in 100% driverless cars, it is useful to take the
differences in taste into consideration



Cars have to be reduced and not driverless. Space is always a limited resource and
individual use of cars – driver with or driverless - waste this resource with no sense.



In the US, they don't take into consideration these aspects, they just go for it



The new generations are not more interested in a car for their status and identity



Drivers are more likely to accept an automated car on low-speed highway (i.e. monotonous
traffic jam) conditions rather than complex environments (e.g. urban areas or maneuvers).
Sense of loss of control and not trusting in the decisions of the vehicle are the leading
barriers.
Fully automated car in all traffic contexts will take decades to deploy. Thus, it is not a
feasible solution for elderly drivers and drivers with certain disabilities. ADAS, on the other
hand, can improve these groups mobility in the short-run. Also, first- and last-mile
solutions (especially cyber car type) seem to be promising. We say 'if you can find a
technology that works for elderly and disabled, it will work for anyone'.



As is so often the case, people's preferences will differ, and the scepticism and
unwillingness of enthusiastic drivers to 'surrender' their perceived independence will prove
to be a challenge. Models of ownership will also have to be re-examined, as moves more
toward shared ownership (eg car clubs) are likely to enable benefits to be more widely
spread.



Yes as regards car users, maybe still a bit far away from the core issues of local authorities
and policy makers



Some like driving for pleasure but I suspect that more hate driving for any reason. Whilst
many people will likely welcome autonomisation, some will resist. There should be a choice
in my view.
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Question 6. Smart transport technology will help social inclusion

Comments by Participants


Technology can be a useful means to deal with specific needs of elderly people but as far
as poors are concerned it is not a matter of technology. Assuming that in the future there
will be many poors it is realistic but from a policy perspective it is nonsense to accept this
as a matter of fact and wondering how they will be able to move. From a policy perspective
the right question is how we can avoid that the number of poors increases and the
response is NOT making their trips easier.



While the statement can be seen as true for some elderly or disabled persons, I strongly
disagree with the notion of mitigation of social exclusion through technology. Social
exclusion is a purely political/social question and technology as such can never, ever,
provide a



Technology can't solve this on its own. We need politics and businesses as well.



Not clear that new technologies will be provided in as way that enables those living under
the poverty line to access them. Market or social need led approach may prevail,former
more likely in some parts of EU.



Smart transport technologies alone cannot mitigate social exclusion resulting from mobility
restrictions!



There is on the opposite side a high risk of leaving out part of the population which is not
equipped with mobile devices, have difficulties reading or understanding complex transport
options (a bus map may even be considered as complex to certain people).
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Automated cars will help public transport for special populations (handicaped, elderly)
because costs depend highly on driver time


It depends what kind of society we will live in. In the UK the current policy situation would
lead to greater social exclusion as it would only be for those who can afford it. In more
egalitarian societies it could provide greater independent mobility for the elderly and other
groups.



Why have we got two somewhat disagrees. But cost means that social exclusion will
remain as the new technologies will only be available to those that can afford them



I assume I have really ticked 'somewhat agree' It is too early to take this into
consideration because possibilities are not yet well enough understood. Possibilities for
improvement are certainly there, but again the statement is wildly optimistic about what
might be achieved



It sounds too optimistic ...



Automated vehicles might reduce the cost of providing the services, which are already
available for handicapped/elderly people in many EU cities



We might also ask ourselves to what extent now does old mobility policies help mitigate
social exclusion; if we felt that exclusion was an issue, then we need to ask how can the
new technologies help inclusivity.



Maybe it could improve the mobility of the elderly but cannot find the relationship qucon
people living in poverty



I don't think that technology will help social inclusion of people who are living under
poverty line. Other policies based on prices would be more efficient to achieve this goal



Costs will be an essential issue if this automated mobility is to include those isolated for
economic reasons



These people now rely on public transport or their social network. Budgets for public
transport are cut everywhere but this will become an efficient alternative for classic
manned (expensive) public service. And you will not rely on your son to drive you if the
computer can do it for him



In this point in time, smart transport technology cannot help social inclusion due to a large
number of technology-illiterate elderlies. In a couple of decades, this situation could be
improve as today's population in their 40s and 50s are used to use technology every day



The technology is not the driver for such a development, it depends on whether there will
be a culture and economy in favor of solidarity or not; efficiency enhancing innovations will
likely support the more well-off segments before the weaker ones; policies to some extent
seek to compensate this but have a hard time catching up
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Elderly people are willing to 'let the technology take over'. They more easily admit that
technology improves traffic safety



But financial barriers



Be careful with the idea that human error is eliminated in automated public transport. The
errors are transferred to the algorithms that run the car. The idea that mathematics will
conquer all is a flawed philosophy. Algorithms have their limits. The incalculable
contingencies, the subtleties and complexities of something as apparently as simple as
crossing
the
road
will
quickly
test
the
limits
of
learning
algorithms.
New technologies may mitigate some aspects of social inclusion. But social inclusion is such
a social mix that without addressing the economic, politics, perceptions, attitudes, etc.
automation, say with driverless cars could increase social exclusion, creating a new class of
the excluded who cannot afford to subscribe to driverless car services, who fear the
technology. Indeed, the social isolation, the exclusion is transferred from the house to the
strange box where I sit in an isolated box, fearful, not knowing whether it will take me
where I want to go, surrounded by an electric silence only cut by disembodied voices. I
would rather have a friendly, smiling local council driver pick me up!



Technologies create always social barriers between those who know and those who do not
know.



The potential for such a development is there, but again, this issue deals with sociotechnical transitions and should be studied in a system perspective in which behavioural
that takes part on a micro-level are considered



Driverless cars might also increase social isolation, it is not just handling the vehicle, but
getting to and into/ from and out of it which debar people for using cars. However, for
some public transport is a social occasion which may be withdrawn if unsupported.



Do you really want to offer a car to people who can't drive instead of well organized and
cheap PT?



I strongly agree with the thrust of the statement, but there is also a concern about the
power of technologies themselves to be excluding, either from the point of view of the
costs to own or access the technologies being prohibitive or at least a disincentive, or from
the point of view of the technologies being difficult or impossible for some groups to use
and inter-act with.



Not only technological solutions are important for this, but also the cost at which they can
be provided, the ease of use of the system



Adopting new technologies might be difficult for this group of people. When acceptance is
low, the diffusion of innovations will be slower, which will have a negative impact on the
usefulness of such technologies for the goal of increased inclusion in mobility.
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Question 7. Driverless vehicles will become part of the community

Comments by Participants


Large fleets of driverless cars are not at all a solution for major traffic challenges in cities.
Cycling, walking and using



Wait and see. There are still serious deficiencies of driverless car, for instance how to avoid
collisions with pedestrians and bicycles.



This is interesting, even though the public approach is probably over-estimated: public and
shared mobility exist since centuries in various forms but have never become the majority
compared to private mobility. So public, shared, and private transport means are likely to
continue to co-exist, in a different ratio but not with one becoming dominant against the
others: because they reply to specific user needs, preferences and economic capacities.
Current transport policies do not anticipate enough the innovation potential of road
vehicles: a document like the White Paper for Transport of the European Commission,
dating 2011, completely missed to see the potential of automated cars, and does not
reflect the scenario described here. Public authorities tend to over-estimate the role of
public transport.



I think that autonomous cars and shared cars are two different trends. They can interact of
course, but I don't see why one should not expect privately owned autonomous cars.



Your description above makes it sounds more like they will become part of business with
little community involvement. Initial ones might be like 'friendly local car clubs' but it's just
as likely that Google etc would run it all



Again it is very early to say; one key factor has got to be the economics of the entire
system. Are Ford, Toyota and VW really going to forego vehicles sales (high volume) for
low volume, long term servicing contracts? Also how will pricing and values be carried out?
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Much of this, like any new product will be determined as 'we go along'. Clearly an issue
arises during the transition period whereby both domains exist, and this is an area which
will need much work.


As science fiction is very good, but short term I see very difficult



I would hope so and I agree that Driverless vehicles would become part of the community
but everything is strictly connected with public authorities, lobbies and manufacturers
readiness, awareness and vision of the future.



The automated vehicle model do not eliminate the problem of space and parking. The fact
that some people may have ownership over an automated car will make it a desired good
for many other. In order for cars to become part of the social fabric they should be at the
same time clean enough, effective enough, versatile enough and cheap enough. Freedom
of movement should not be compromised



True. It's the only preferable scenario in cities. All private autonomous cars would be a
disaster for traffic management. I'm an optimist so I believe it will work out. But the
industry is not pushing this as stated before, government should!



Yes fully agree, maybe the ownership of cars etc change too



This is not going to happen soon, certainly after 2020



People do not own cars to drive around in the city centre; What will prohibit people from
getting driverless is costs.



But it will take at least another 30 years



Yes. We should talk about connected transport in which driverless cars are part of a
integrated transport system and the emphasis is on communication and connectivity.



Driverless cars may operate only in driverless environments. Otherwise unexpected
interactions may lead to malfunction and disarray.



Driverless cars is not in the top of current mobility activities



Driverless car as a social agent is still a tricky issue. The artificial intelligence of the vehicle
started to improve, but the deployment will take longer than what the current roadmaps
envisage.
Shared driverless fleets, especially on dedicated lanes or private areas, are very likely to
appear
before
and
the
ongoing
tests
in
the
US
are
promising.
There is a long list of legal issues concerning numerous stakeholders.



This chimes with some of my comments from a previous question; and whilst I do strongly
agree with the statement, I think it will take some considerable time to reach this point.
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Imagine a kind of uber without drivers.



Such innovation will be limited by public acceptance and any political issues associated with
the introduction of such technology.
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Question 8. Obstacles to the exploitation of Big Data are higher in Europe

Comments by Participants


Taken in consideration but unsuccessfully



Europe is not doing so bad, but the actors are emerging also outside the traditional playing
field



Privatisation of transport companies and solutions makes this worse. But big data is not a
panacea for everything... Some people do not want to be permanent tracked and on line.



In Denmark transport data is shared widely - the Companies pay and deliver transport data
to a cooperative that includes a journey planner. The Companies pay to be part of this to
get better access to costumers.



Privacy is one issue of great importance. The other is the decision who to optimise for.
From a system perspective it may be optimal to have a fleet of trucks flowing across
Europe picking up cargo without consideration of cabotage rules. This will however
interfere with working conditions as it will generally allow 'the lowest standards to apply'. It
may furthermore lead to a concentration of the transport industry on a small number of
operators thus restricting entry of new operators into the market. Creating a sound
competition in the market while protecting social balance in different member countries is a
huge challenge.



This is a major issue indeed. An important factor for development will be the profit-making
opportunities of the business models. Today's discussions sometimes give the impression
that Big Data are available for free and just need to be exploited. This is not true: Big Data
may be easy to collect, but will require expensive investments to be processed, made
reliable, and exploited. Successful business models will require cost-efficiency and return-
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on-investments. For the moment, public authorities see the possible benefits but do
understand
the
business
uncertainties
behind.
Aspects such as privacy and security are important and far from being solved.


I don't have enough knowledge about the real situation in other areas of the world (in
opposition to discourses about the situation),and so do not feel qualified enough to judge
comparatively.
I do believe that privacy is a major issue, but at the same time, I don't think that the
majority of the European population chooses privacy over convenience (but I don't have
real expertise on this question).



I'm not sure it's worse in Europe, but it is a definite problem. We will not be able to
compete with Google, but maybe generate a lot of data with third party designers
generating usability.



Higher in Europe than where? But I assume I have really ticked 'I fully agree'. Again the
difficulties are recognised but research is needed into the scope for overcoming or
circumnavigating them



Private operators have always refused to provide data of their activity, while public
companies are more transparent



The Ubers of this world already create the demand responsive networks now that we need
in the future. The system will be more efficient if transport demand is shared throughout
the different operators but even if this does not happen than still we can expect an
improvement from today situation



Big data is too heterogeneous. Also private/business interests have to be kept in mind. But
also the governments should take into account that company decisions are influencing the
use of the public domain. For example, optimal investment in public means (infrastructure)
requires coordination and cooperation with the private industry.



Fortunately this trend is undergoing a change and in the next years situation could improve



Business Intelligence (I prefer this name instead of Big Data) has not been introduced in
Industry. Close to 0% (cero) of BI applications are oriented to consumer, mainly B2C,and



Soon Google will own all data that can possibly exist and the integration will run smooth
but on increasingly market terms.



I don't know much about European issue with Big Data. But accessing and assessing such
data to support mobility is certainly a critical issue.



The big data challenge is similar everywhere and relates to soft issues, such as information
sharing, but also to hard issues, such as appropriate IT infrastructure.



I have no perception of barriers which are higher in Europe that in other continents.
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Safeguards to privacy must be maintained.



I do not think the potential is really enormous. But I agree that there are many obstacles



Big Data will be accessed only by selected operators to make big money out of it and
maybe in one century to help solve the problems of people.



Big Data initiatives are happening in Europe, and whilst three are checks and balances in
the system, these checks and balances are, in the main, necessary. More could be done to
persuade relevant organisations holding data to share that resource, but the business
models need to be in place to allow for this, and in particular for funding the costs of
cleaning and maintaining data so that it is useful.



Yes, very high potentials but many obstacles due to a fragmented context and conflictive
objectives. Public policies need to be developed to tackle this.
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Question 9. Transport project appraisals need to reflect emerging social values

Comments by Participants


Very interesting and true. The transport models used are not precise enough and do not
allow to understand the users behaviours and expectations in all their complexity. Despite
that will be very difficult to model, users value very differently the various factors, and we
therefore miss precision in assessing their decision-making. Aspects such as reliability,
cost, comfort, privacy, etc are valued differently by people of various ages, professions,
economic status, etc: therefore working only with the time saving factor is much too simple
to understand user choices, and other methodologies should be developed.



Current appraisal using time savings is little more than a joke, since people have generally
spent the same amount of time on travel since we started measuring it.



The value of social and environmental externalities might be respected differently
according to social status, place of living, etc... The differ from country to country. In
general, CBA analysis is less than useful for today complex environment.



Safety and environmental savings already play a significant role in CBA.



Health benefits in particular would need to be more fully encapsulated for future systems.



Environmental externalities, land takes, etc, are included in the current CBA or multicriteria
evaluation tools. Time-saving is still an important cariable, and if modal shift to public
transportation leads to a reduction in the public transportation quality of service, this
represents a stimulus to improve public transportation infrastructure and services.



I hope in the future are taken into account more utility functions and the value of social
and environmental externalities, especially in urban areas.
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Stimulating cycling and walking will become much harder yet very necessary



How could governments overcome this information paradox. Most companies (and also
individuals) do not want to share their behavior or decision criteria. It is like insurance
companies’ governments have asymmetrical information.



The economic crisis started in 2008 (and not yet completely ended) has definitely delayed
any action to solve this problem



Some governments work in these directions, but project entrepreneurs always move ahead
and evade appraisal practices; it is the proactively and option-de-generation capacity of
appraisal methods that need to increase, in addition to their reflectivity of social values.



Social and environmental externalities are already included in transport project appraisal,
and several modal split models already consider



Social values, culture, the way people perceive the role and purpose of transport is critical.



Project identification, design, financing and administrative approval already captures the
emerging social values as all those steps are managed by democratic institutions.



The way to study Cycling and walking projects is different to the way to study private car
and public transport studies.



It is people we hear the more that are asking for this, and because we now have a mature
infrastructure network, and new lines are very difficult to justify. But do we still need new
lines, or a better maintenance and an upgrade of the existing network?



And the health aspects of walking and cycling



I agree with the thrust of the statement, but the aspect that is, I think, missing from it is
the incorporation of health and wellbeing benefits into appraisal. Where this occurs, it is
noticeable that the benefits of active travel schemes are more strongly highlighted.



Health consideration would dominate such analyses.
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Question 10. New technologies may not always be accepted by travelers

Comments by Participants


But note that new technologies are always developed by the industry with an outlook of
market success. So the anticipation of the user acceptance is central in private companies
investments decisions. Only public authorities can subsidize technologies that fail or have a
difficult market entrance, but that can only happen for a limited time.



I broadly agree but I think there is one major missing point: what capital think of
technologies is more important than what individuals do. Individuals would rapidly accept
technologies that are not implemented because unprofitable



This is not applicable to all levels of development.



The last sentence is very true! Participatory decision-making process is a MUST, before
new mobility technologies are publicly implemented!



I fully agree but don't underestimate the ability of big business to convince large enough
proportions of people that they want something they 'didn't know they wanted'. The
problems arrive when the other options disappear off the market (like telephone boxes,
bank branches, and, increasingly, shops).



What about talking about 'urban model'?



New technologies will not help to shift travelers from private car to public transport if no
proper access to public transport is provided e.g. distance to next public transport stop
should be equal to the distance of the car parking place.



New technologies alone cannot provide complete or even adequate solutions. It is true. The
new can produce rejection by not responding to the demands and needs of customers.
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People will find out about suboptimal solutions. Communication cannot be controlled and
people are involved anyhow so I do not foresee a different role for research and science
than is already committed to.



This is not the only area where EU citizens don't feel part of important decisional processes



New (and old) technologies can or cannot be accepted. Decision, and its degree, is
individual, and of course never will be 100% uniform.



It is not (scientific) research that will find out what is acceptable to people; and it is not the
case that some kind of 'public implementation' of new mobility technologies takes place;
business rules, policies reacts (at best) to consequences.



If the right way of introduction and communication is chosen, all travellers will accept new
technologies. Take the ipad as an example...



If an innovative technology is not accepted by the market then is called a case study.
Innovation should be accepted by the marked otherwise is only a good try.



Technologies are accepted to the extent they satisfy specific needs and are user-friendly.
The same applies to innovative mobility solutions: they are accepted if they satisfy specific
needs which are unaddressed by already existing services/solutions.



Technology also changes values and attitudes and people can be poor predictors of their
own behaviour in new contexts.



Most of the new technologies are digital technologies, which are in a competitive market
and disappear by themselves if no client want to buy them



I think all these new technologies are in the technology-push stage and there is a big buzz
about them. The survivors will advance more down to earth and adjusting to user's needs
throughout the time. It's been same for electric vehicle 5-6 years ago.



Technologies can be excluding in themselves; so your statement that research into
attitudes towards technologies, and participatory approaches in their design and
development are important strike a chord with me.



Citizens and travel users involvement (backed/facilitated by local authorities) in technology
exploration, validation and acceptance assessment should be increased. Living Labs
approach has strong potentials and could be adopted more often.



I agree that proper consumer research is vital to establish whether technologies are worth
pursuing (there is no point if they won’t be used). Care would need to be taken with a
participatory decision making process to ensure that it didn't slow down the
implementation of carefully considered/researched technology.
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